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Abstract: In craft practice, embodied knowledge is constructed (‘coded’) through the
hands-on experience of making and application of technical rules, subsequently
deconstructed (‘decoded’) through reflection and analysis, before being rebuilt
(‘recoded’) to further develop practice and outcomes. In this paper practice-led PhD
research into the development composite woven garments is used to demonstrate
the vital role that process and object analysis play in the advancement of creative
practice and a successful transition from hand to digital production. Drawing parallels
between hand weaving and computer use, it explores how the ‘digital thinking’
inherent in weaving can facilitate a productive relationship with digital weaving
technologies. Presented as a ‘visual essay’ this paper aims to bridge the gap between
implicit and explicit knowledge, using a predominantly visual method to maximise
the reach of the research, communicating implicit and explicit knowledge with equal
clarity and offering an alternative approach to the dissemination of practice-led
research.
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Introduction
Constructing, Deconstructing and Reconstructing Knowledge
This paper builds upon Ulrich Lehmann’s assertion that analysis of existing techne
(craftsmanship/making) can lead to innovations in practice and the creation of episteme
(knowing/true knowledge) (2012, p.151), and Lambros Malafouris’ Extended Mind Theory gaining knowledge of the mind by understanding the physical object (2013, p.9). In craft
practice, embodied knowledge is constructed (‘coded’) through the hands-on experience of
making and application of technical rules, subsequently deconstructed (‘decoded’) through
reflection and analysis, before being rebuilt and reconfigured (‘recoded’) to further develop
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practice and outcomes (Lehmann, U, 2012; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986; Polanyi, 1966). This is a
complex process where the brain, body and material (the internal and external) intertwine
(Malafouris, 2005), and the application of rules and tools provokes a cognitive process
where memory, experience and intuition converge (Ibid.), enabling creativity and innovation
to advance material outcomes.
I use my own craft practice and PhD research, into the development of a Composite
Garment Weaving system (CGW), to highlight the vital role that process and object analysis,
along with technical documentation, play in the advancement of creative practice and a
successful transition from hand to digital production. The CGW system is an innovative
method of garment production whereby garments are constructed and integrally shaped on
the loom. This involves adapting and challenging conventional fashion design and weaving
techniques to design and simultaneously construct textile and garment (Townsend, 2004).
My research explores the garment shaping capabilities of craft weaving techniques by
developing 3D woven garment prototypes produced on hand and digital Jacquard looms.
In describing the development of the Jacquard loom by Joseph-Marie Jacquard in 1801,
Braddock, Clarke and Harris state, “The codification of the human weaver’s actions was
converted to binary form” (2012, p.8), pattern data was transferred onto punched cards that
facilitated the lifting and lowering of the warp; an operation that is now controlled digitally.
The Jacquard loom, with its binary coding system and punched card mechanism, was the
forerunner of modern computing (Kopplin, 2002, online). By drawing parallels between the
embodied act of hand weaving and the “disembodied” (Philpott, 2012) experience of
computer use, I explore how the ‘digital thinking’ inherent in weaving can facilitate a
productive relationship with digital weaving technologies.

Visual Communication of Practice-led Research - Rationale
“we can know more than we can tell.” (Polanyi, 1966, p.4)

Knowledge has been categorised as - learned explicit knowledge as articulated verbally or
textually (e.g. theory, rules, facts), and knowledge acquired through experience (e.g.
intuition, understanding, ‘knowing’) (Niedderer & Imani, 2008; Polanyi, 1966;). This
experiential knowledge derived through experience can be impossible to articulate and
therefore remains “largely tacit” (Niedderer & Townsend, 2014, p.633) – embodied in the
craftsperson.
“Verbal description, however detailed, can hardly capture
phenomenological perturbations of real activity.” (Malafouris, 2005, p.59)

the

The growing body of practice-led craft-based research has highlighted the complexities of
communicating craft knowledge (particularly experiential knowledge) within the constraints
of the traditional academic written format (see for example Niedderer & Imani, 2008).
Barrett, amongst others suggests, “there is a need for new ways of representing ideas and of
illuminating the world and domains of knowledge.” (2007, online). Ann-Sophie Lehmann
asserts that the image is capable of mediating “between the domains of implicit and explicit
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knowledge.” (Lehmann, A, 2012, p.13), whilst Pedgley cautions that visual outputs, such as
sketches, prototypes and visualisations, “rarely provide a clear account of design thinking”
(Pedgley, 2002, p.466).
In response to this, I present my paper as a ‘visual essay’, using images to “capture the
complexity and simultaneity of making” (Lehmann, A, 2012, p.13) and knowing. Quotations,
captions and reflective journal excerpts are used to support the ‘visual’ narrative, as well as
to guide the reader through the discussion. In doing so, I aim to bridge the gap between
implicit and explicit knowledge, using a predominantly visual method to maximise the reach
of my research, communicating implicit and explicit knowledge with equal clarity. My
intention is not to devalue or underestimate the importance of the written word or to
suggest that this method of visual communication can (or should) operate autonomously the textual narrative (the contextualisation above, and the positioning discussion below) is
vital to the understanding of the subsequent ‘visual’ narrative. The ‘visual essay’ simply
offers an alternative and flexible approach to the dissemination of practice-led research to
function alongside other forms of presentation.

Code, Decode, Recode: Positioning the discussion
This paper uses coding as a metaphor for the construction, deconstruction and
reconstruction of knowledge through making; reflecting the parallels drawn between
weaving practice and computer use, and the assimilation of hand and digital
production and processes in my practice.

The first section ‘Coding’ begins by discussing the acquisition of experiential knowledge and
its relationship with explicit knowledge and the senses in the context of hand weaving. It
then explores the notion that the weaver is primed to ‘think digitally’ by the experience of
hand weaving (Piper & Townsend, 2016, p.2). ‘Decoding’ investigates the transfer and
translation of established fashion and knitwear processes for application to CGW, before
describing the vital role of analysis and technical records (and the deconstruction of
knowledge and techniques) in this process. Finally ‘Recoding’ focuses on the reconfiguring of
‘decoded’ knowledge and understanding, as well as the integration of hand and digital
processes as a platform for innovation; explored through CGW’s simultaneous construction
of fabric and garment and the integration of textile and fashion processes.

See Visual Essay (Appendix)
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